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ABSTRACT  

SAXO+ is the second-stage adaptive optics module for the SPHERE instrument at VLT, proposed to boost the current 

performances of detection and characterization of exoplanets and as a pathfinder for the future planet finder (PCS) of the 

European ELT. It will work in combination with the SAXO first-stage xAO system measuring and reducing the residual 

wavefront errors. SAXO+ will be implemented on a mezzanine above the main bench and it will be fed by an exchange 

mechanism deploying a pick-off mirror in order to preserve all the functionalities of the original instrument. Optical 

interfaces at the output are left unchanged for the scientific instruments downstream. We present in this paper the current 

status of the SAXO+ baseline opto-mechanical design and its major challenges. 

Keywords: Extreme Adaptive Optics, Optical Design, Mechanical Design, SPHERE, VLT, ELT, instrument upgrades, 

SAXO+ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

SPHERE+[1] is a proposed upgrade of the SPHERE[2] instrument at VLT, which will boost the current performances of 

detection and characterization of exoplanets and disks, and will serve as a demonstrator for the future planet finder 

(PCS[3]) of the European ELT[4]. The upgrade aims at improving the raw contrast (up to 10-5, goal 10-6) close to the 

optical axis (at separation of 0.2 as, goal 0.1 as), enabling the observation of fainter and redder targets. The contrast gain 

will be made possible by a second-stage Adaptive Optics (AO) module (hereafter SAXO+[1]) combined with the 

currently operating first-stage extreme Adaptive Optics (xAO) system (SAXO[5]). SAXO+ will offer moderate spatial 

sampling (in the order of 20-30 actuators across the pupil) and fast correction frame rate (up to 3 kHz); it will measure 
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and reduce wavefront errors left by SAXO. This paper is focused on the optical and mechanical implementation of 

SAXO+ within SPHERE[6]. In order to preserve the current functionalities, the second-stage opto-mechanical module is 

designed as a sort of switchable optical by-pass. It is compact, due to space constraints, and offers good accessibility for 

installation and maintenance. Optical interfaces at the output are left unchanged for the scientific instruments 

downstream. The module offers two internal pupil images for the second-stage adaptive deformable mirror and a 

deployable apodizer for coronographic observations. A dichroic beam-splitter feeds the second-stage pyramid-based 

infrared wavefront sensor. The paper gives an overview of the requirements and of the current baseline concept. A novel 

concept for the pyramid wavefront sensor (PyrWFS) dynamic modulation device, based on a rotary stage motor, is also 

presented.  

 

2. REQUIREMENTS 

The main requirements of the SAXO+ opto-mechanical module are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Main requirements. 

 

Requirement Value 

  

Common path 

Operational It shall be possible to optically by-pass SAXO+ by a deployable mechanism 

Dimensional Maximum available space in plant ~ 1200 mm × 600 mm 

Maximum height above SPHERE bench ~ 950 mm 

Main optical axis of SAXO+ shall be 400 mm above SPHERE optical axis 

SAXO+ light pick-off between the SPHERE Atmospheric Dispersion 

Compensator and Differential Tip-Tilt Sensor beam-splitter 

Optical interfaces Same as SPHERE without SAXO+ 

Wavelength range 0.95 – 2.32 µm 

Field of view 17.3 arcsec diameter 

Pupil planes inside SAXO+ two pupil planes required (deformable mirror, deployable apodiser) 

Diameter of pupil image for DM ~10 mm 

Diameter of pupil image for apodiser 3 – 18 mm, for manufacturing reasons 

Dichroic beam-splitter properties Long-pass 

Dichroic beam-splitter position Close to intermediate focal plane, with accessible focal plane at WFS input 

Polarisation effects Polarisation vector direction to remain unchanged through SAXO+ 

  

Wavefront sensor path 

Wavefront sensor type Pyramid 

Wavelength range 0.95 – 1.1 µm, bright case 

0.95 – 1.4 µm (possible extension to 1.8 µm), faint case 

Field of view 3.2 arcsec diameter 

Focal ratio on pyramid prism F/20 – F/40 

Tip-tilt modulation Modulation radius up to 5 λ/D to be confirmed 

Slow tip-tilt drift compensation Required 

Pupil registration on WFS detector Required 

Pupil image diameter on WFS detector 1.2 mm, corresponding to 50 pixels for 24 µm pixel pitch 

 

The optical design optimization is also driven by general performance requirements (wavefront error on intermediate and 

output focal planes, pupil imaging quality on pupil planes) which are under consolidation at the moment of this writing 

in the framework of the system budgets definition.      

 



 

 
 

 

3. PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

3.1 Optical design 

The baseline optical design is the outcome of a trade-off among five concepts, to explore different solutions regarding 

overall layout and volume, accessibility, position and configuration of specific components such as the dichroic beam-

splitter. The design is shown in Figure 1. 

The optical beam from the SPHERE optics is picked-off by a deployable fold mirror in order to feed SAXO+, and then 

re-injected into the SPHERE optical path by another deployable fold mirror. For opto-mechanical reasons, the two fold 

mirrors, and a lens to form the SAXO+ output focal plane, are mounted on the same deployment mechanism. When the 

deployable group is out of the optical beam, SAXO+ is simply skipped.  

 

 

Figure 1. Second-stage AO module optical design. 

 

The science/common path consists of four air-spaced doublet lenses. The first doublet lens forms a pupil image on the 

Deformable Mirror (DM); the pupil image diameter is about 10 mm and may be enlarged by about 30% by design re-

optimisation without significant changes in the overall layout. The second doublet lens forms an intermediate focal plane 

where a dichroic beam-splitter splits the WFS path (in reflection) from the common path (in transmission); the beam-

splitter is positioned in such a way to leave clearance around the reflected focal plane in the WFS path for positioning, if 

necessary, a deployable calibration source. The third doublet lens forms a pupil image for a deployable apodiser. Finally, 

the fourth doublet lens (mounted on the deployable pick-off group described above) forms the output focal plane. The 

optical beam in the common path is folded by five mirrors, one of which is the DM. Some, or all, the remaining four fold 

mirrors could be used for optical beam alignment and two of them also serve the function to pick-off the light beam for 

SAXO+ and inject it back into the SPHERE main path, as already explained.  

The WFS path consists of an air-spaced doublet lens which forms a 5 mm diameter pupil image on the tip-tilt 

modulation mirror, an air-spaced doublet lens which forms a telecentric F/40 focal plane on the pyramid prism and a 

three-lens pupil imaging objective to form four pupil images on the WFS camera with appropriate back-focal length. 



 

 
 

 

Given the broad wavelength range of the WFS path, a simple pyramid prism made of infrared-transmitting material 

produces significant chromatic blur on the four pupil images. A double achromatic pyramid design has been therefore 

implemented: the choice of the two materials is under optimization at the moment of this writing, but a preliminary 

design indicates that chromatic effects can be reduced to negligible level, while assuring very high transmission over the 

whole wavelength range. 

The optical performance of the current SAXO+ optical design is excellent. The nominal polychromatic Strehl Ratio is of 

the order of 99% at all intermediate and output focal planes, both in the common path and in the WFS path. The optical 

quality of the pupil images is well within the requirement of 1/10 of the relevant pitch/subaperture size. An error budget 

is under development, to account for manufacturing and alignment tolerances and for dynamic effects such as thermo-

elastic variations depending on temperature changes. 

 

3.2 Mechanical design 

The preliminary mechanical design does not show obvious showstoppers. The main components are located on a 

platform situated over the SPHERE optical path (see Figure 2). Since it is not possible to drill new holes on the SPHERE 

bench, the main challenge is represented by the fact that this structure must be stiff enough while having only two legs. 

The structure will be optimised by Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to reach the best stiffness/mass ratio and it will be 

made of aluminum 5083 as the SPHERE bench to avoid any thermal differential effect.  

The mechanical design will be finalised after definition of baseline optical design with trade off on DM specifications. 

All adjustments and the related ranges will be defined by the optical tolerance analysis. After this step, the mechanical 

design, with appropriate solutions for each movement, will be completed. 

 

 
Figure 2. Preliminary mechanical design. 



 

 
 

 

4. WAVEFRONT MODULATION 

Most of xAO systems are using today Pyramid Wave Front Sensing[8] (PyrWFS). The PyWFS is one of the most 

sensitive WFSs, but it quickly saturates its linear regime. Modulating the wavefront in tip-tilt distributes the source light 

on all the faces of the pyramid, allowing linear measurements of the wavefront slope.  

Current existing systems based on PyrWFS rely on fast piezo-electric off-the-shelf tip-tilt systems actuating a mirror to 

reach working frequencies up to about 1 kHz. Some laboratory tests have been done up to 3 kHz with components which 

were not adapted for such a high speed.  

We will test existing components with improved controller to increase the speed, and we propose two promising 

alternative developments: a static optical approach[9][10][11] and a rotary prototype[6]. 

The current optical design of the SAXO+ WFS path is shown in the next figure: it is based on the assumption that tip-tilt 

modulation is performed by a reflective device in a pupil plane. The pupil image diameter is d = 5 mm. For the 

maximum required modulation radius (5 λ/d) at the longest wavefront sensing wavelength (λ = 1.8 µm), the optical 

deflection of the beam is 1.8 mrad, which is within the capabilities of existing commercial devices, at least in terms of 

amplitude. Smaller optical deflection angle may be achieved by increasing the diameter of the pupil image, at the 

expense of a larger size and mass of the mirror, which in general terms makes it more difficult to reach high modulation 

frequencies. Moreover, increasing the pupil image diameter impacts the WFS layout, which is constrained by tight 

volume allocation requirements. 

 

 

Figure 3. Pyramid Wave Front Sensor optical path (the double pyramid prism is not shown). 

4.1 Tip-Tilt mirror approach 

A tip-tilt mirror represents the classical approach. It works properly when the modulation is relatively slow and can be 

realized with standard components working at frequencies up to 1kHz in closed loop control with a long lifetime. The 

choice of this kind of device relies on the demonstration that it is possible to work at higher frequencies, up to 3kHz, 

maintaining an acceptable lifetime. 

We are also looking for possible customised or modified products with manufacturers to reach our specifications. 

4.2 Static modulation options 

The use of static modulation overcomes the issues of spreading or shaping the PSF on the desired pyramid area without 

the need of dynamic components working at high speed. This makes this approach of easier implementation and 

maintenance. On the other hand, this approach is not implemented in any existing system up to now and would require 

in-depth investigation and testing.  

 

input focal plane 

tip-tilt modulation device 

focal plane for pyramid prism 

WFS pupil plane (detector) 



 

 
 

 

We plan to study and test different static modulation patterns (Figure 4) and different technologies: 

• Multiple-beam 2D patterns: this could be implemented by using a 2D holographic beam-splitter to split a single 

laser beam into several beams each with the characteristics of the original one. Another interesting approach 

would be implementing the Crossed-Cube double beam-splitter used for nulling interferometry[12]; 

• Circular patterns (with or without central light concentration): this shape could be realised by a Diffractive 

Optical Element (DOE) ring generator; 

• Extended diffused light (e.g. Gaussian distribution): this solution represents a more classical diffuser pattern 

and could be realised by different techniques like phase grating, sand-blasted diffusers (in reflection or in 

transmission), holographic diffusers of liquid crystals. 

Some important issues to be investigated are the transmissivity, the wavefront error introduced by this kind of element 

and the chromatism.  

  
Figure 4. Different PSF shaping proposed for PyrWFS static modulation. R is the modulation radius. a) 2D holographic beam-splitter; 

b) DOE Ring generator (axicone); c) Diffused gaussian profile. 

 
4.3 Rotary stage option 

Two prototypes of rotary tip-tilt stage have been implemented. 

The first prototype (Figure 5) was based on an additive manufacturing mirror holder part. This choice turned out to be 

too small for this manufacturing process, bringing to low precision and to important unbalance. For these reasons, during 

the first high speed test the shaft broke before 180 000 rpm. An analysis done with a microscope showed that the 

diameter of the flexible shaft was not regular. 

Other issues might be due to the material characteristics with the additive manufacturing process. The geometric 

dimensions were in fact at the limits of this manufacturing technology. 

Some improvements have been done on the second prototype design (Figure 6) to increase overall performances: 

• Mirror holder manufacturing precision; 

• Magnets manufactured to increase magnetic density; 

• 3 parts coil holder to maximize the magnetic field; 

• Optical baffle included. 

The geometry of the mirror holding part has been redesigned to be machined with traditional equipment in aeronautical 

grade materials to obtain the optimal mechanical performances. Magnets have been designed and manufactured to 

maximise magnetic density (compared to standard commercial products). The coil has been calculated more precisely 

and a complete magnetic field analysis has been performed to design a ferromagnetic encapsulation made of three steel 

parts (in green and yellow on the picture below). The goal of these improvements was to increase the stiffness of the 

flexible shaft and obtain a first eigenfrequency of the system over 3 kHz. 

The ultra-high speed motor used for the two first prototypes is based on classical ball bearing. This solution presents 

some major disadvantages: the bearing lifetime is estimated around 1000 hours and some vibrations appear at different 

ranges of frequencies.  

For the next prototypes we are looking for electric motors with air bearing to solve these two major problems. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 5. First rotary modulation prototype test. 

 

 
Figure 6. Design of second model of rotary prototype. 
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